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                                                           ABSTRACT  

 In the digital era, where everyone uses twitter, social media, digital pictures, etc. where its required 

huge amount of data to store the collection and use the data and the growth rate of data is still running. Big 

data is used in today’s age where everyone is now connected on internets and use quantities of data. We daily 

produce approx. 2.5 quintal byte data and its mostly coming from the contribution of many sectors like business 

and institutions. In this paper, we will discuss the big data analysis and its importance. Also will highlight its 

advantages and disadvantages and some important issues which need to handle for big data analytics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 The field of information science come into existence after the second world war. Many other fields are 

come to notice. Among them, computer science is one example. The last step of the scientific and technical 

enhancements which were accumulating since begin from the 20
th

 century, developed in mid-century scientific 

and technical revolution. The more visible icon of this revolution was the phenomenon of the "information 

explosion", this is referred to the exponential and unrelating growth of the scientific and some technical 

publications and related with the information records of all types. Therefore this is masterfully synthesized and 

brightened by de Solla Price. In the scientific sense, many definitions are provided for information, and they 

have an innate understanding of its meaning which they apply broadly. So, for understanding the sense of the 

message in that they deal with the information in information science. However, this does not give for deeper 

and much formal understanding and a brief description. Information is a fundamental fact. For all types of basic 

phenomena like in physics energy or gravity. In biology life, in jurisprudence justice. But, the study of the basic 

phenomena is the activity which is the main point of all fields. This is proceeding through investigating the 

activities, effects, and behavior of the phenomena [1,2].  

II. STRUCTURE OF THE INFORMATION SCIENCE  

 All field is structured along with the some distinct, big areas or sub discipline of inquiry or practice. 

Think about several areas like medicine, computer science and librarianship, and so forth. Information science is 

not a deviation. This has a distinct, two split structure. Work in information science divides into two large areas 

or sub discipline like with the future areas or specialists.  Fundamentally, domain area clusters are about the 

study of the basic activities and behavior of the exceptional and objects which information science is all about. 

They are focused on the exceptional of the information and its activity in the literature [2]. The recapture cluster 

deals through and big, with the variety of the execution on the both practical and theory base level. It is all about 

the execution, behavior, and impacts of the interface between the people and literature, involving of course all 

types of retrieval attributes. In the early and mid of 1950's a typical scientist mass, librarians, and engineers and 

entrepreneurs began working fresher on cognitive, interactive, and end related to the contextual process. it 

introduced users, situations, context, use, and interactions with the systems, rather than IR systems alone with as 

a first focus. And the retrieval cluster began dividing into the subclusters. Then began the information 

processing, automation, artificial intelligence, cloud computing, data science, deep learning techniques and so 

on [3-5]. So they have the two distinct communities and planning's for research in the retrieval cluster. In 

information science, pioneers made IR processes and systems in the year the 1950s, this defined as the main 
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purpose retrieval of the related information. The impact was revealed in terms of relevance [2] From before to 

now, IR is clear geared not to be toward any previous type of information. In the fast moving technological 

world, most of the data is used in digital world and exchanged on internet today. In 2002, the digital media 

device use almost 92% of data and the size of the data is more than five exabytes.  Earlier it was difficult to 

analyse the large scale data and doesn’t occur suddenly but from the several years it became useful things to 

find out the data frequency as computer system are todays is much faster than those in 1930s. We today strain 

large data on computers which need to be analysed.  To accomplish extensive spectrum of desired results, good 

data scientists are able to apply their skills and knowledge. It comprises the capability to extract and interpret 

rich web data content and building rich tools that enable others to work effectively. According to some experts, 

the best data scientist acts as physician, besides those with backgrounds in computer science. The skill-sets and 

capabilities that Data Scientist retainsmodifybroadly. Few efficient methods are used to analyse the large scale 

date and methods are like sampling, density based approaches, divide and conquer, incremental learning etc. 

These methods were used to progress the functioning of the operatives of data analytics practise. The results 

help in analysing that these methods we can also use to analysis big data as well in reasonable time. The 

dimensional diminutiontechnique is used to decrease the input data volume to quicken the procedure of data 

analytics. Sampling is also used for data cluster to calculate data and help in speed of the calculation time of 

data analytics. Data science has his existence from last thirty years and evolved as a replacement for computer 

science. Naur in 1974 published in paper in which he highlights the usage of data science in a wider range of 

applications for the data processing methods in a survey. It is also said by HP Global Analytics director that data 

scientist has more responsibility in compare to software engineer. Data scientist have skills of data specialists 

who also known as Domain experts and manager. These managers are very well equipped with the specialised 

skills to know how it can be make use of data and take best decisions out of it. And their business skills make 

them unique Data Scientist. Data Scientist have ability to progress an organization with businesses and IT 

leaders. They use various activities which goes around in workplace and organization which is known as Data 

Analysis [6-8].  

III. MODEL OF DATA SCIENCE 

 Organizing, Packaging and Delivering data is the three components of the Data Science. Planning and 

execution of structure of data is organizing in which physical location is planned. Building of prototypes, 

statistics performance and creation of visualisation is known as packaging. And Delivering refers to proper 

packaging and obtaining the right value. The role of data science which focus continuously on what, who, why 

and how make them separates from all other existing roles. Data scientist always focus on purposes that how to 

attain relevant output from the controlled web log data. A data scientist knows how to categorise nest bunch of 

people that will involve in creating the output. Data Exploration is the practice of using visualization techniques 

to find unexpected relationship between data points from big databases. Once the relationship is found, it can be 

used for similar visualisation to communicate for other references [9-12].  

IV. ORGANIZING, PACKAGING, DELIVERY DATA SCIENCE PROCESS 
1. Organize Data- It involve to gather relevant data in its proper format and store it with incorporating the 

best practices in data management. 

2. Package Data- It involves in handling the raw data through logically and broaden represents the data in 

it new package. 

3. Delivery Data- It involves by confirming the data has been received and in the form of message and 

reached and accessed by authorized person. 

 Organizing, Packaging and Delivery of Data Science is use to answer the questions like what to create, 

how to create and why it is created and who all will be involved in creating data? All these questions will help 

the data scientist to present the data in an intelligent and effective way. It a very useful to all the world as today 

it very important for everyone who are using search engine because big data provide all kind of review and 

information that are necessary for us. So this give you all the information that we needed [13-14]. Its big data 

and its emerging role in world is giving new way to look after large data to protect information, review and use 

to explore and expand business in a profitable way.  Everyday Twitt’s terabytes into product sentiment analysis 

to filter out lakhs of call details record in real time to control crores of live video feeds and these are the 

activities which data scientist do. The major goal of big data science is to make relevant use of data in easier 

way to deal with ease. The impact of big data is to focus and access data and do research across the many areas 

such as social science, biological science, medical informatics and humanities. Big data have important role in 

emerging world as day by day technology is enhancing and everyone is coming online for everything. In future, 

more data will be needed to handle and then the role of Big data comes to manage data online for better use of it 

and enhancing the overall services focus on customer satisfaction. Thus, the data which will use by big data will 
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collected through web and social media and in future it will be a need of every organization. Many companies 

shifted online for the product and services and thus they require a data for that big data will help to create 

information on the basis of huge database to create as per interest of the customers and business can use it for 

profitable business in coming days. Data scientist and experts are available to handle the big data in best way 

[15]. 
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